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I. INTRODUCTION

What is the shape of universe?... What was the first life originated?... What is the Chromosome number of first organism?... The first organism evolved from matter or antimatter?... oh... still there is a mystery even in 21st Century about the exact shape of Universe, the Origin of first life. There are so many super stars on the earth now. If so who was the FIRST SUPER STAR?

It is hypothesized by the author that the prehistoric human who was spontaneously evolved by electro magnetic radiation from the dark flame (Cosmo) shall be called the first super star having THREE CHROMOSOME and he was much senior to AMOEBA and lived in MARS. It is speculated that the prehistoric superstar formulated the relative position of Sun, Earth, Moon in the Universe in prehistoric code with THREE TINY DOTS. It is hypothesized by the author that the three tiny dots shall not be a fiction and in fact author considers as a DISCOVERY about the real relative position of Sun, Earth, Moon in the Cosmo universe. It is focused that the Sun, Earth, Moon shall not be considered as independent space object but shall be considered as an integral part of THREE-IN-ONE Star of the whole cosmos universe.

The main focus of this article / book is related to Origin of Life due to Electro-magnetic radiation. It is speculated that the electro magnetic radiation evolved from neutrinos and dark matters might be responsible for evolution of all matters like planet, asteroid, and other organisms. It is focused that the Evolution of Various Organisms is due to variation and increase in natural frequency of oscillation of Earth (Heart beat). It is hypothesised that the lineage of Evolution of Organism Shall be identified according to the Chromosome level of organism and it is speculated that the increase in Chromosome level is closely associated with increase in natural frequency of oscillation of Earth. It is focused that the variation in natural frequency of oscillation of earth shall be very well understood from the theory of SCHUMANN RESONANCE. It is hypothesised by the author that the earth heart beat is closely associated with Human Heart Beat.

It is hypothesized that the whole cosmos universe has only one Sun, one Earth, one Moon. It is hypothesized that in the existing solar system Sun, Earth, Moon shall be considered as integral part and forming only one STAR in the whole Universe, which was already formulated in PREHISTORIC TAMIL CODE IN THREE TINY DOTS. Three tiny dots shall means the relative position of Sun, Earth and Moon in the cosmos universe.

In the expanding Universe it is speculated that Moon is going away from Earth, which results in increase in natural frequency of oscillation of Earth due to reduction in intensity of magnetic flux axis connecting Moon and Earth. As per prehistoric law of Tamil code the Earth and Moon shall be considered as magnet bar in which moon shall be considered as North pole, Earth shall be considered as South pole and Sun is considered as located at mid point and vertical to the magnetic bar.

It hypothesized that the present day alarming of Global warming may be due to asymmetry in relative position of SUN, EARTH, MOON compared to prehistoric time which was symmetric in those period rather than increase in carbon dioxide level in the atmosphere.

Further it is hypothesized that from the law of prehistoric Tamil code, the Sun, Earth, Moon are not really REVOLVING IN THE ORBIT, but they are rotating only ON ITS AXIS in stationary position. Various cycles of climatic and environmental condition may be due to relative position of outer core of Sun, Earth, Moon. It is also hypothesized that the INNER CORE OF THE SUN also has microbial rotation on its axis which makes variation in unpredicted environment condition such as unexpected cyclones, earth quake, unexpected volcanic activity, unexpected new disease such as dengue fever, bird fever and other fast growth of cancer in the modern time. Further it is speculated that the inner core of Sun may be completing one cycle by 3000 A.D.

It is focused that the first life originated was THREE CHROMOSOME PREHISTORIC HUMAN and whose population might be living in MARS due to different genetic structure and subsisting with OZONE breath. During the course of evolution of expanding Universe the MODERN HUMAN with 46 chromosome might have been evolved and subsisting with OXYGEN breath. It is speculated that the oxygen might be evolved from the prehistoric ozone environment in much later period and in fact oxygen shall be considered as SPECIES to ozone. Further the prehistoric human might be having GREEN or BLUE colour blood due to ozone breath and subsequently the colour of the blood might be changed to RED colour due to oxygen breath in the modern time. It is focused by the Author that the first life originated might be prehistoric human having only three chromosome and much senior to AMOEBA having 12 chromosome. The prehistoric human might have derived three chromosome from the star i.e. Sun, Earth, Moon.

It is focused by author that prehistoric human (Akkie, Akkilan population) while living in MARS region might be well versed in advancement in scientific technology like astronomy, mathematical science, evolutionary science etc and formulated the prehistoric scientific laws in code form. It s hypothesized that during that period they might have formulated the relative position of Sun, Earth, Moon in three dot code form. Further they might have estimated that total chromosome of prehistoric human as three numbers and formulated in code form in three tiny dots.

It is speculated by the author that in modern communication the method of communication such as Braille code, Morse Code,
Binary Code, American standard computer code etc might have been derived from the philosophy of prehistoric Tamil code form.

In modern science (Quantum Physics) still there is mystery exists about what is the shape of Universe?. Further scientists not able to conclude where from the huge radiant energy comes? It is hypothesized that the prehistoric human population already formulated that entire cosmo universe contains THREE VACUUM region of different level and formulated the Universe in code form with three tiny dots.

It is hypothesized by the author that the whole cosmo universe could derive huge radiant energy from three fundamental TAMIL NEUTRINOS (so called Aether energy in modern physics). Author hypothetically call these three fundamental Tamil Neutrinos as (i) A – Neutrino (ii) K - Neutrino (iii) J – Neutrino. A - Stands for photon, K – Stands for Electron, J – Stands for Proton.

It is speculated that the MARS planet cannot support the life of modern human with 46 chromosome and present attempt being made by NASA for making tour to MARS may be a useless attempt.

Further it is focused by the author that not only MARS Planet, all other planets, Asteroids, Atmosperic gases, Earth resources like Ocean, Soil, Rock, Coke, Coal, natural gas, crude oil, etc shall be considered as the byproduct of electromagnetic equilibrium in the evolution process of early universe. It is hypothesized by the author that even HUMAN BLOOD itself shall be considered as the byproduct of electromagnetic equilibrium takes place every day in humanbody.

Further it is hypothesized by the author that during the course of evolution of organisms the 48 chromosome organism might be evolved at much later period after evolution of 46 chromosome organism. The Apes family may be having close genetic characteristics due to close proximity of chromosome level with 46 chromosome (modern human). It is hypothesized by the author that Darwin Sir evolution theory is related to very far below in the lineage region of chromosome build up process of organisms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adam has three chromosome?....</th>
<th>Adam lived in MARS?....</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If so HEAVENLY FATHER is Tamil based?....</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Whether Prehistoric human population still exists? Or Died? New scientific theory (Biocentrism) suggests that death is not the terminal event. Further it is the axioms of science that Energy Never Dies. It can neither be created nor destroyed. But does this energy transcend from one world to another. If so where the energy of Prehistoric human gone?

The Prehistoric tamil law already formulated that the whole cosmo universe has only three regions of vacuum and it was formulated with three tiny dots. The bottom most region shall be considered as Material Universe where all matters including planets exist. The other two upper regions shall be considered as containing Dark energy consists full of Neutrinos and anti-neutrinos derived from Dark Flame (Cosmo).

It is hypothesized by the author that all material form of organisms such as human, animals; plants, after death may rise upto the upper region of vacuum and still exists with Dark Flame of Universe.

It is further focused by the author that the existence of whole cosmo universe shall be considered as a Global Tamil Family and it was formulated by Prehistoric Tamil Code with three tiny dots. The three tiny dot shall mean Father, Mother and Child.

It is speculated that in the global family the child is considered going away from mother and hence the mother is heated up. In Astronomical term, it shall be understood that Moon is going away from Earth and hence Earth gets warmed and it is understood as GLOBAL WARMING. The Mayan Calender predicted the ZERO POINT of earth occurs by 2012 AD. But it is speculated that the Prehistoric Tamil Populations already estimated that the Zero point shall occur by 3000 AD.
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